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• Abstract (300 words):
  Cities are ever-changing aggregations of human processes fueled by industrialized, capitalist economic systems. As development flows into and through places of low resistance, it can overrun communities and sweep away meaningful places and human connections. These processes erase other forms of exchange born from intangible heritage and human communities. Even as we strive to build more human cities, we (artists, planners, designers, scholars, cultural thinkers) find ourselves complicit in this erasure.

  In this interactive session, participants are invited to explore how we might build cities more humanly through processes that better connect us to each other and the land that holds us. We explore models for rethinking spaces that enable human-to-human exchange to shift economic and social prospects to other forms of exchange that prioritize care and stewardship, contributing to healthier, more human communities and cities. Finally, we question what types of systems can make the different kinds of everyday exchanges between people more meaningful and promote a different kind of economic process.
The ensuing paper to be submitted after the session will provide a theoretical orientation and framework for defining and understanding the ‘human city’ as an alternative approach to urban development. It will summarize the results from the Fluid Cities workshop offered at the Human Cities Expo at Stanford University in December 2017 and the Tangible-Intangible Heritage(s) Conference at the University of East London in June 2018 and offer new interdisciplinary approaches to measuring the tangible and intangible assets of a city.
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